
COSTS AND DIRECT MATERIAL

Direct material cost is the cost of the raw materials and components used to create a product. The materials must be
easily identifiable with the.

Using standard costing on direct materials, a business can also plan for future sales and predict profitability
under the assumed conditions. Units of direct materials put into production For direct materials, you can use
the outputs formula; just set your Beginning value as the number of units of beginning inventory, Inputs as the
number of new units purchased, Ending as the number of units of ending inventory, and Outputs as the
number of units put into production. A business can initially assume or budget direct materials cost by
implementing a standard costing system to estimate the expected purchase price and production usage of direct
materials using the best information available. How many cans did the store sell? The total is the direct
material cost of the product. Both the direct material price variance and quantity variance contribute to the
deviation of actual direct materials cost from the estimated standard direct materials cost. These import related
expenses are added to the cost of raw material bought in the same manner as carriage inwards. To calculate
direct materials, add beginning direct materials to direct materials purchases and subtract ending direct
materials. The standard quantity per unit is 28 pounds of paper per case. Inputs refers to purchases or transfers
from other parts of the company. Variable Costs Variable costs are costs that vary as production of a product
or service increases or decreases. Suppose that the business has set the direct materials usage at 10 units of
materials for making one unit of product but uses 12 units of materials for each finished product during actual
production. Calculate direct material quantity variance. Compare Investment Accounts. For example, for a
company that makes cookies, there may be some cookie dough that's in the fridge that hasn't yet been baked
and packaged. Ending is ending inventory at the end of the last day of the time period. To find these variances,
you can use formulas or a simple diagram approach. Photo Credits. You started with gallons of chocolate
syrup and then purchased another 2, gallons during the year. The difference between the actual quantity at
standard price and the standard cost is the direct materials quantity variance. A direct materials variance
results from one of two conditions: differences in the prices paid for materials or discrepancies in the
quantities used in production. Examples of direct materials are: The timber used to construct a house The steel
included in an automobile The circuit board included in a radio The fabric used to assemble clothing Some
costs are for materials that are not considered direct materials, and so are instead classified as indirect material
costs. The difference between standard costs and actual costs is calculated and analyzed periodically to alert
management about the impact on the product's profitability. Calculate direct material price variance.
Definition: Direct material costs are expenditures for materials that can be traced back to the products that they
produce. Cost accountants analyze the production processes and costs related with making these components
to see if they can streamline the operations even further. Typically, direct fixed costs don't vary, meaning they
don't fluctuate with the number of units produced. To determine the amount of direct materials cost in a
product, work with the engineering staff to create a bill of materials , which specifies the quantity of each raw
material item and component included in a product. Some products have more than one direct material, e. Set
up a standard costing system for direct materials. This helps businesses carry out their operations without
having to wait for actual costs to become available before taking action. Calculate actual direct materials cost.
Supplies for the factory or machinery might be variable, including oil for the machines or parts tied to
production. Although some purchased direct materials are put into production, some are stored for future use.
To use this diagram approach, just compute the totals in the third row: actual cost, actual quantity at standard
price, and the standard cost. Accountants typically use standard costing to estimate the value of direct
materials, direct labor and manufacturing overhead in work-in-progress inventory. The total of both variances
equals the total direct materials variance.


